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Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques (STAT) 
Center of Excellence (COE)

 Established and funded by DASD(DT&E) in 2012 to provide Independent
graduate-level technical STAT skills
o Plan to increase T&E efficiency & effectiveness 
o COE directly supports DOD major acquisition programs

 Mission: Provide independent advice and assistance to designated acquisition 
programs in the application of scientific test and analysis techniques in the 
development of test & evaluation strategies and plans

 Functions
o Work directly for Program Managers supporting their efforts for more rigorous T&E
o Capture STAT best practices for wider dissemination across acquisition community
o Develop case studies that exemplify appropriate use of STAT in achieving more 

rigorous T&E
o Identify STAT research needs and communicate them to the academic community
o Provide technical assistance to OSD Leadership as requested
o Provide training at the point of need to ensure program led rigor in testing 
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Using Scientific Test and Analysis Techniques to ensure testing produces 
valuable data that increases the information gained in testing to support 

knowledge-based decisions and technical assessments.
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Sequential Testing: Alternative Views

 Sequential hypothesis testing is statistical analysis where the sample size is not fixed in 
advance. Instead data are evaluated as they are collected, and further sampling is stopped in 
accordance with a pre-defined stopping rule as soon as significant results are observed.

 Often considered a first step in experimental design, screening designs identify the most 
important factors of those considered before future experiments are conducted.

 During development, components may first be tested leading to later subsystems testing, 
leading to systems testing, leading to systems-of-systems testing. Sequential testing needs to 
address how early testing and increased complexity affects later testing as these pieces are 
integrated.

 Regression Testing is defined as a type of software testing to confirm that a recent program 
or code change has not adversely affected existing features using a full or partial selection of 
already executed test cases which are re-executed to ensure existing functionalities work 
fine. Sequential testing may include regression testing with additional challenges when 
cyber-physical systems are considered. An automated test approach may facilitate this.

 Models within simulations may initially be used to gain understanding and inform later real-
world test events. These test events may then be used for further validation of the models. 
These models may again be used for future systems updates or to gain insights into new, 
similar programs.
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Relevance

 Fast Jet UPE Community has many difficult pieces to complete to fulfill its mission
 Responsibilities/Outcomes

 Root cause analysis

 Engineering & physiological (training) solutions

 Potential LSS changes

 2017-2018 Requirement:  directed to follow a design of experiments approach to finding solutions to the 

problem of UPEs

 Possible PE contributors systematically identified/eliminated through statistically robust, efficient approaches

 Disciplined application of test design

 STAT COE brought in to help
 Multiple agencies collaborating
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STAT Process

STAT Infusion

Program  Level
Basic Test Process

Requirement(s)

Decompose Mission/System 

ID/Clarify/Quantify 
STAT Candidates

Determine 
Objective(s)

Define Design Space 

Identify 
Constraint(s)

Select Factor(s) / 
Level(s)

Define Response(s)

Create
Test 

Matrix

Execute Test

Plan

Design

Execute

Analyze

Program Decision(s)

Understand 
Requirements 

Design Factors
Recorded 

Conditions
Noise

Verification
Optimization

Screening
Characterization

Randomization
Blocking
Disallowed 
Combinations

Orthogonality
Model Specification
Optimality Criteria

Confidence & 
Power

Signal & Noise
Coverage

Replication

Analysis of (Co)Variance
Response Surface 

Methodology
Regression Modeling
Multivariate Analysis

Run Card Generation
Experimental 

Protocol/Training
Record Deviations

Distribution Fitting
Hypothesis Testing
Monte Carlo Simulation
Optimization

Report Decision Quality 
Info
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LSS Analytical Approach
 Plan Rigorously

 Identify resources available for experimentation/investigation; identify stakeholders
 Decompose System/Determine Objectives

 Initial Objectives – ensure you’ve covered the stakeholders’ concerns
 Can we trust the O2 sensor in the OBOGS concentrator? Determine if O2 concentration reported by integrated 

OBOGS oxygen sensors are representative of those at the pilot’s mask
 Does the OBOGS generate sufficient O2 across the operational envelope? Demonstrate OBOGS generates 

sufficient O2 to prevent onset of hypoxia at altitudes/pressures representative of the operational envelope
 Verify OBOGS from incident aircraft were operating effectively across altitudes and pressures representative of the 

flight envelope
 Define Responses, Select Factors & Levels, Identify constraints

 Design Tests Effectively/Efficiently with Sequential testing in mind
 Screen for performance characterization of incident OBOGS (and all other OBOGS to follow for test) (as opposed to finding an 

optimally performing region, an optimal mixture, and optimal combination, etc., here we want to simply characterize how our 
assets perform across several responses). Physics should guide level selections – screen with center points

 Steady-state testing for pressure differences
 Transient tests to characterize shocks to the LSS system
 Regulator & Mask Tests*
 Walk before running –design smaller more efficient, faster experiments with subsequent follow-on where appropriate and 

rehearse the test execution BEFORE running large test matrices
 Execute with Test Discipline – Paramount!

 Start with the end in mind – how are you going to post-process, analyze, and present findings from the data?
 Write down your plan
 Rehearse your execution

 Analyze Results and Learn; apply a subsequent test approach; don’t try to do all in one big, glorious test!
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Motivating Example
Planning & Analyzing Results--OBOGS Transient Test

7

 Does the OBOGS deliver adequate oxygen to the pilot 
across “transients” (shocks to the system)?

 Does a larger plenum size mitigate the shocks?
 Define “transient” in terms of factors and their levels to 

be varied
 Test design required 48 runs in 3 whole plots – Full 

factorial would have required 256 runs—two days of lab 
time vs 8 days
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Motivating Example
Planning--Breathing Profile Regions

 Breathing profile determined by Breathing Rate (BPM), Peak Flow (LPM), and Tidal 
Volume (L)
o Setting two of the three determines the third according to an approximate equation:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =
𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹

𝜋𝜋 ∗ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉
o However, breathing machines are often set by adjusting the Tidal Volume and Breathing 

Rate, so the mathematics should be considered as:

𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ∗ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉 ∗ 𝜋𝜋

o Guidance focuses on Flow and Breathing Rate with constraints on Tidal 
Volume. The guidance is not comprehensive.
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Motivating Example
Planning-- Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

 How does an independent STAT COE assessment help to understand factors like 
breathing region that should be tested?
o It researches why labs tend to select factors and levels – Labs rarely question their own 

decisions!
o It researches guidance – Labs rarely question validity of guidance!
o It examines the results in terms of test design looking for efficiencies, such as whether 

interaction effects can be measured, AND establishing both confidence and power in 
the results – Labs typically only try to “cover” an operational envelope (requirements), 
usually resulting in overcompensation of the number of test points required to answer 
the objectives

o It ties analyzed results to test objectives—Labs do this but sometimes fail to assess 
whether the test objectives are correct, clear, measurable, achievable

o It can either confirm a good approach or give insight as to what may be missing or 
yielding higher levels of variation (and thus lab bias) than realized

o It works shoulder to shoulder with lab leadership and personnel to accomplish the 
mission – all win and at a higher standard of confidence in the results!
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Motivating Example
Planning—Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

 Analysis of MIL-STD-3050

o Focuses on airflow and breathing 
rates

o Gives range (constraints) on tidal 
volume

o Delivers 6 categorical profiles in 
Appendix C

• All points within tidal volume 
constraints

• Limited interaction value
• No inference capability (can only 

inform response behavior at the 
test point!)

• Labs currently use these test points 
or derive similar
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Motivating Example
Planning—Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

 Analysis of MIL-STD-3050

o If approached in a DOE 
manner of “disallowed 
combinations”, an 
appropriate analysis region
can be produced

o Correlation matrix must be 
analyzed with this approach

o This is NOT the standard 
approach; and no analyses 
ahead of the recent OBOGS 
algorithm control validation 
tests incorporated this 
approach
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Analysis of 
AIR-STD-60-101-2B

o Focuses on airflow and 
breathing rates

o Establishes four important 
regions for testing

o Easy to see the test points 
and regions are not 
synchronized for good test 
design

o Potentially important regions 
are not sufficiently examined 
and no inference within the 
region defined by MIL-STD is 
possible when using only 
Appendix C profiles

Motivating Example
Planning—Researching Valid Breathing Test Points
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Motivating Example
Planning—Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

Analysis of OBOGS Labs’ 
Factor & Level Selections

o All used categorical 
profiles 

o All points within tidal 
volume constraints

• Limited interaction 
value

• No inference 
capability (can only 
inform response 
behavior at the test 
point!)

• Labs currently use 
these test points or 
derive similar

• No lab uses DOE 
method of 
disallowed 
combinations
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Motivating Example
Planning—Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

 STAT COE Recommendation
o Based on both standards AND DOE 

approach using disallowed 
combinations methods

o Constructed with software that 
accounts for the region, not just a 
set of categorical profile points

• Inferences now made within 
region

• Interactions are available with 
continuous factors rather than 
categorical

• Checked against analysis of 
how breathing machines are 
set—these results encompass 
that analysis as well

Important breathing region information not considered in past tests; 
corrected in recent validation tests for new OBOGS control algorithm
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Motivating Example
Planning-- Researching Valid Breathing Test Points

 Three factors with interdependent, 
linearly constrained relationship 
assessed by selection of 6 test points
o Does not increase test size—

increases information available
o Still correlation issues
o Correlation could be dealt with by 

selection of several more points for 
testing—requires software expertise 
in approach

 Test design would allow better 
coverage of human breathing steady-
state conditions

 This analysis can form the basis of a 
more dynamic approach to using 
machines to test human breathing

STAT approach allows for smaller, subsequent tests while adequately covering the 
proper ranges of all factors; greater information, greater credibility in results, less risk 

in analyses 15
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STAT
Leadership Expectations

 Improve all aspects of  the T&E strategy: test planning, test design, test 
execution, data analysis and assessment, and reporting
 Produce defensible test plans
 Ensure scientifically rigorous coverage of the operational envelope
 Optimize test execution
 Add statistical rigor to the analysis
 Improve the understanding of risk to support programmatic decisions

 Comply with Test Guidance 

 Provide a better understanding of the technical and operational 
capabilities of a system and the true state of the technology  

STAT in T&E improves the outcome of acquisition decisions

STAT for LSS creates and improves outcomes of industry/labs/academia 
collaborations to discover problems early and find solutions
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Questions
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